Introduction
============

Tauopathies are a class of \>20 sporadic and familial neurodegenerative diseases characterized by aggregates of tau protein in the brain's neuronal and glial cells.[@b1-jen-suppl.2-2015-043],[@b2-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] These include, but are not limited to, progressive supranuclear palsy (PSP), corticobasal degeneration (CBD), Pick's disease (PiD), argyrophilic grain disease (AGD), frontotemporal dementia and parkinsonism linked to chromosome 17 (FTDP-17), and globular glial tauopathy (GGT), in addition to Alzheimer's disease (AD), the most common neurodegenerative dementia. While AD shows predominantly neuronal tau pathology in the form of neurofibrillary tangles, most other tauopathies are characterized by the presence of both neuronal and glial tau pathologies.[@b3-jen-suppl.2-2015-043]--[@b5-jen-suppl.2-2015-043]

Tau is a low molecular weight microtubule-associated protein (MAP), abundant in the central and peripheral nervous systems, which stabilizes microtubules and promotes their assembly.[@b6-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] Human tau is encoded by a single gene on chromosome 17, and alternative splicing of its mRNA transcript produces six different protein isoforms. These isoforms can contain either three (3R) or four (4R) microtubule-binding repeats in the carboxy-terminal half, and between zero and two (0--2N) amino-terminal inserts.[@b7-jen-suppl.2-2015-043]--[@b9-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] Mutations in the *MAPT* gene, which encodes the tau protein, are predominantly associated with frontotemporal dementia and parkinsonism linked to chromosome 17 (FTDP-17 *MAPT*),[@b10-jen-suppl.2-2015-043],[@b11-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] though *MAPT* mutations have also been observed in cases of PiD[@b12-jen-suppl.2-2015-043]--[@b14-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] and GGT.[@b15-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] These genetic studies demonstrate that tau mutations are sufficient to cause tauopathies and directly implicate tau dysfunction as a primary pathogenic event in neurodegenerative disease.

In the healthy brain, tau is predominantly expressed in neurons, where it localizes to axons to promote axonal transport and neuronal integrity.[@b16-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] To a lesser extent, tau localizes to dendrites where it targets factors that modulate postsynaptic receptor activity.[@b16-jen-suppl.2-2015-043],[@b17-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] Tau is also expressed at lower levels in glial cells. Oligodendrocytes are rich in microtubules and express tau mainly in the cell soma and cellular processes, where it appears to play a role in establishing early axonal contact, in stabilizing microtubules during process formation, and in myelination.[@b18-jen-suppl.2-2015-043]--[@b22-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] Tau is found at trace levels in astrocytes and does not appear to be a major astrocytic cytoskeletal element.[@b21-jen-suppl.2-2015-043],[@b23-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] Microglia contain microtubule networks,[@b24-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] but whether tau is normally present in these glial cells remains unclear. While tau expression is variable among glial cells in the normal brain, the pathological accumulation of tau in glial cells is a common feature of many tauopathies.

Characteristics of Glial Tau Pathology
======================================

In tauopathies, glial tau pathology is often found alongside neuronal tau pathology; however, their ratio varies across diseases. For example, in AD, the majority of tau pathology is neuronal, while in other tauopathies tau pathology ranges from moderately to predominantly glial.[@b3-jen-suppl.2-2015-043],[@b25-jen-suppl.2-2015-043],[@b26-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] The majority of glial tau pathology observed in tauopathy brains occurs in oligodendrocytes and astrocytes,[@b4-jen-suppl.2-2015-043],[@b27-jen-suppl.2-2015-043],[@b28-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] though tau pathology is also seen in microglia.[@b27-jen-suppl.2-2015-043],[@b28-jen-suppl.2-2015-043]

Tau pathology in oligodendrocytes varies in size and morphology across tauopathies, with the most prevalent lesion being tau-positive cytoplasmic inclusions termed coiled bodies. These filamentous and tubular structures, prominent in PSP, CBD, PiD, and other tauopathies, display diverse morphologies such as fine and branching in PSP and thick and comma-like in CBD.[@b4-jen-suppl.2-2015-043],[@b5-jen-suppl.2-2015-043],[@b29-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] Another type of oligodendrocytic tau pathology, argyrophilic threads, is found in the inner and outer loop processes of myelinating oligodendrocytes in PSP and CBD.[@b4-jen-suppl.2-2015-043],[@b29-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] Finally, globular glial inclusions, tau-positive structures that are equal or greater in size than oligodendrocytic nuclei, are a prominent feature of GGT.[@b30-jen-suppl.2-2015-043],[@b31-jen-suppl.2-2015-043]

Oligodendrocytic tau pathology is often concomitant with astrocytic tau pathology in diseased brains. Some of these tau-positive astrocytic lesions are a common feature among several tauopathies, while other lesions are characteristic of a single disorder. Thorn-shaped astrocytes are short, tau-positive perinuclear deposits commonly localized to the subpial region, periventricular white matter, and temporal lobe white matter.[@b4-jen-suppl.2-2015-043],[@b32-jen-suppl.2-2015-043]--[@b34-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] These tau-bearing cells are found in several tauopathies, including PSP, AGD, PiD, and combined tauopathies, and in the elderly with and without AD-related pathology. In contrast to the relatively common thorn-shaped astrocyte, astrocytic plaques, annular tau deposits in distal astrocytic processes, are pathognomonic for CBD.[@b35-jen-suppl.2-2015-043],[@b36-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] Similarly, tufted astrocytes, tau-positive inclusions characterized by densely packed fibrils that form tufts in the proximal processes surrounding astrocytic nuclei, are the pathological signature of PSP.[@b3-jen-suppl.2-2015-043],[@b37-jen-suppl.2-2015-043],[@b38-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] Other morphologies include globular astroglial inclusions found in GGT and diffuse fine granular tau immunopositivity in astrocytic processes of elderly patients, which are similar to bush-like astrocytes in AGD.[@b39-jen-suppl.2-2015-043]

Astrocytes are typically classified into two major subtypes, protoplasmic and fibrous, which are distinguished by different molecular profiles and morphologies and by their distribution in the gray and white matter, respectively.[@b40-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] Some of the diversity of astrocytic tau lesions may correspond to particular astrocyte subtypes. For example, in PiD, two types of astrocytic tau pathologies are present. The first type, ramified astrocytes with tau-positive processes, is believed to be tau deposits in protoplasmic astrocytes, given their localization to cortical gray matter. The second form, tau-positive astrocytic lesions that resemble small Pick body-like inclusions, are believed to be tau deposits in fibrous astrocytes as they are prominent in white matter.[@b3-jen-suppl.2-2015-043],[@b4-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] Similarly, thorn-shaped astrocytes, given their morphology and white matter localization, are thought to represent tau accumulation in fibrous astrocytes,[@b4-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] whereas astrocytic plaques and tufted astrocytes are believed to be protoplasmic in nature as they are found in gray matter and display CD44 immunoreactivity, with less-intense glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) reactivity.[@b4-jen-suppl.2-2015-043],[@b35-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] The significance of each astrocytic subtype in regulating the formation of these distinct astrocytic tau pathologies remains to be defined.

Glial tau pathology can be characterized further by its ultrastructural and biochemical properties, which varies across tauopathies. Ultrastructurally, glial tau inclusions typically consist of straight tubules/filaments and/or twisted filaments[@b4-jen-suppl.2-2015-043],[@b29-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] that mimic the coincident neuronal tau inclusions within individual diseased brains.[@b29-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] Biochemically, glial tau aggregates are generally composed of 3R and 4R tau isoforms in tauopathy-associated patterns, with some exceptions. PSP, CBD, GGT, and AGD are 4R tauopathies, and these diseases contain predominantly 4R glial tau pathology, though 3R-containing glial tau inclusions have been noted.[@b41-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] While PiD is a 3R tauopathy, some glial tau-positive inclusions have been shown to contain 4R tau.[@b13-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] FTDP-17 *MAPT* can be characterized by tau inclusions that are 4R predominant, 3R predominant, or a mixture of 3R/4R, depending on the MAPT mutation.[@b39-jen-suppl.2-2015-043],[@b42-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] The glial tau inclusions in these cases vary, but cases of 4R predominant lesions have been described.[@b26-jen-suppl.2-2015-043],[@b43-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] Interestingly, the differentially spliced N-terminal exon 3 is often absent from glial tau tangles.[@b44-jen-suppl.2-2015-043]--[@b46-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] In summary, glial tau pathology displays diverse cellular and biochemical characteristics and is prominent in tauopathy brains.

Glial Tau Pathology and Reactive Gliosis
========================================

Glial cells have long been associated with neurological disease through the morphological and molecular changes seen in astrocytes and microglia in response to brain disease and injury.[@b47-jen-suppl.2-2015-043],[@b48-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] These changes, termed reactive gliosis, are characterized by an upregulation in the intermediate filament protein GFAP in astrocytes and a transition from resting to activated state in microglia.[@b47-jen-suppl.2-2015-043],[@b48-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] Reactive astrocytes and microglia are routinely implicated as secondary effectors of toxicity, often through the release of proinflammatory cytokines, but they have also proven protective in some contexts.[@b48-jen-suppl.2-2015-043],[@b49-jen-suppl.2-2015-043]

Tauopathies display widespread reactive gliosis in affected brain regions, and astrocytic and microglial activation correlate closely with regions of degeneration.[@b50-jen-suppl.2-2015-043],[@b51-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] For astrocytes, it appears that the relationship between tau pathology and astrocyte activation varies; some astrocytic tau structures appear to be related to reactive gliosis, while others appear to be independent. For example, thorn-shaped astrocytes morphologically resemble reactive astrocytes, and their presence in several tauopathies suggests that they represent a more general pathological response that would be consistent with reactive gliosis.[@b32-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] Tau-bearing cells with reactive astrocytic morphology are also a feature of PiD.[@b52-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] On the other hand, an examination of tufted astrocytes and reactive gliosis in postmortem PSP brain found that the distribution of tufted astrocytes did not correlate with the density of reactive gliosis.[@b51-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] Furthermore, in PSP cases with vascular infarcts or Alzheimer-type pathology, the presence of tufted astrocytes was independent of the gliosis surrounding areas of focal vascular and plaque lesions.[@b51-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] This spatial distribution of tufted astrocytes suggests that these astrocytic tau lesions are pathologically independent of the reactive gliotic process. The extent to which other astrocytic tau lesions relate to reactive gliosis has not been determined.

For microglia, the relationship between microglial tau pathology and the reactive gliotic process remains to be established, but there is evidence to suggest that a relationship exists. In tauopathy brains, tau-positive microglia (identified with Tau-2 antibody) were found exclusively in activated microglia,[@b27-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] though tau-positive microglia (identified with Tau-66 antibody) in resting/unreactive microglia have been reported.[@b28-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] Moreover, transfection of the longest isoform of human tau into cultured microglial cells activates microglia.[@b53-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] Reactive microglia have recently been shown to drive tau pathology in neurons[@b54-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] and participate in the spread of tau pathology,[@b55-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] underscoring the importance of understanding how microglial tau pathology and reactive microglia are related.

Functional Consequences of Glial Tau Pathology
==============================================

Glial cells play an essential role in an array of functions in the normal brain,[@b56-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] and the presence of tau in glial cells has been shown to disrupt these functionalities. Most of the evidence to suggest that glial tau pathology has adverse consequences on brain function have come from transgenic models where tau is specifically overexpressed in astrocytes and/or oligodendrocytes.

Astrocytes play a key role in maintaining the blood--brain barrier (BBB) via astrocytic end feet directly apposed to vascular endothelial cells,[@b57-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] and tau has been shown to accumulate in these end feet in tauopathies.[@b4-jen-suppl.2-2015-043],[@b32-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] Targeted expression of human wild-type (WT) tau in murine astrocytes results in mild BBB disruption in aged mice, suggesting that tau interferes with the astrocyte's ability to properly maintain the BBB and implicates astrocytic tau pathology in tauopathy-associated BBB dysfunction.[@b58-jen-suppl.2-2015-043],[@b59-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] Moreover, recent experiments in an inducible model of neuronal tauopathy demonstrate that tau-induced BBB disruption can be mitigated by turning off tau expression, but the specific contribution of astrocytes was not investigated.[@b60-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] Therefore, additional experiments specifically addressing the contribution of astrocytic tau pathology to BBB integrity are necessary.

In addition to maintaining BBB integrity, astrocytes also modulate synaptic function by the secretion and uptake of neurotransmitters such as glutamate, the brain's major excitatory neurotransmitter.[@b61-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] Glutamate transporters on astrocytes are responsible for the bulk of glutamate clearance, with glutamate transporter-1 (GLT-1) accounting for up to 95% of glutamate uptake.[@b62-jen-suppl.2-2015-043]--[@b64-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] Astrocytic glutamate transport plays a role in long-term potentiation induction and synaptic plasticity,[@b65-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] and impaired glutamate clearance can be deleterious to brain cells via overactivation of glutamate receptors. This overactivation can lead to calcium-dependent excitotoxicity, a process implicated in the pathogenesis of a number of neurodegenerative diseases, including tauopathies.[@b62-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] In mice expressing either WT or FTDP-17 mutant tau in astrocytes, the presence of tau was shown to significantly reduce expression of glial glutamate transporters and decrease glutamate transport capacity.[@b66-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] This finding is consistent with a recent description of a frontotemporal dementia variant that displayed reduced GLT-1 staining in a subset of tau-bearing astrocytes.[@b25-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] Reduced glutamate transport is also a prominent feature of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), a disease with significant clinical and pathological overlap with FTD, including tau pathology in glial cells.[@b67-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] While glial cells appear to play an active role in the pathogenesis of ALS,[@b68-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] the extent to which astrocytic tau pathology influences glutamate transport and the pathogenesis of ALS has not been explored. These studies suggest that astrocytic tau pathology can reduce glutamate uptake, and this altered glutamate buffering capacity may contribute to tauopathy disease progression.

The overexpression of tau has also been shown to affect oligodendrocyte function. Oligodendrocytes myelinate axons in the white matter of the central nervous system, and proper myelination is critical for normal brain physiology. Tauopathy brains are characterized by prominent white matter pathology, with abundant oligodendrocytic tau lesions,[@b2-jen-suppl.2-2015-043],[@b69-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] and evidence suggests that oligodendrocytic tau pathology has the capacity to disrupt myelin sheath maintenance. Targeted expression of FTDP-17 mutant tau to oligodendrocytes results in age-dependent disruption of myelin integrity, characterized by myelin fragmentation and atrophy.[@b70-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] These morphological changes correlate with a reduction in both fast and slow axonal transport and age-dependent motor deficits, underscoring the importance of oligodendrocytes and proper myelin maintenance for normal physiological function.[@b70-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] The capacity for oligodendrocytic tau to influence axonal transport dynamics in neurons may thus contribute to the impaired axonal transport implicated in tauopathies.[@b71-jen-suppl.2-2015-043]

Glial cells play an active role in maintaining neuronal survival,[@b56-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] and tau can impair this functionality. Glial-expressed tau has been shown to exert toxicity via both non-cell-autonomous alterations in neurons and cell-autonomous effects in glial cells. The expression of human tau in murine astrocytes or oligodendrocytes, *in vivo*, each leads to neurodegenerative changes in neurons,[@b72-jen-suppl.2-2015-043],[@b73-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] while the expression of human tau in *Drosophila* astrocytes and ensheathing glial cells results in neuronal death.[@b74-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] The capacity for glial tau expression to affect neuronal viability may be related to the cell-autonomous effects of tau on glial cell viability. In culture, overexpression of the longest human tau isoform in rat astrocytes leads to cytoskeletal collapse and astrocytic death.[@b75-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] These degenerative changes are accompanied by the accumulation of tau at distal processes that resemble CBD-associated astrocytic plaques.[@b35-jen-suppl.2-2015-043],[@b72-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] Similarly, the expression of WT and FTDP-17 mutant tau in cultured oligodendrocytes results in oligodendrocytic cell death.[@b76-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] The gliotoxic nature of tau is also demonstrated, *in vivo*, in *Drosophila* expressing tau in glial cells.[@b74-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] While astrocytic and oligodendrocytic cell death has been documented in AD and related tauopathies,[@b77-jen-suppl.2-2015-043]--[@b79-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] the role that tau plays, if any, in this cell death has not been established. Conversely, neuronal expression of human mutant tau in mice induces oligodendrocytic cell death,[@b80-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] underscoring the reciprocal importance of neuronal--glial communication. In *Drosophila* tauopathy models, tau is toxic when expressed in either glial cells or neuronal cells individually,[@b74-jen-suppl.2-2015-043],[@b81-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] and coexpression of tau in both neuronal and glial cells reveals a synergistic enhancement of cell death.[@b74-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] Given the coexistence of neuronal and glial tau pathologies in tauopathy brains, further examination of how coincident neuronal and glial tau expressions affect the disease process is warranted.

Studies overexpressing tau in microglial cells, *in vivo*, have not been reported, though transfection of the longest isoform of human tau into cultured microglial cells results in increased microglial activation, migration, and phagocytosis.[@b53-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] How tau may be altering microglial cell function is largely unexplored, but microglia have recently been shown to be active participants in the pathological spread of tau pathology.[@b55-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] While tau propagation appears to follow paths dictated by neuronal connectivity,[@b82-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] activated microglia drive tau pathology formation[@b54-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] and actively propagate tau via exosome secretion.[@b55-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] Astrocytes and oligodendrocytes are also recipients of spreading tau pathology in a tauopathy-specific fashion,[@b83-jen-suppl.2-2015-043],[@b84-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] but the functional significance of propagated glial tau lesions remains to be established.

In summary, the presence of tau in glial cells has the capacity to disrupt a variety of normal glial cell functions leading to an array of deleterious consequences ([Fig. 1](#f1-jen-suppl.2-2015-043){ref-type="fig"}). Any of these consequences has the potential to contribute to tauopathy pathogenesis.

Potential Mechanisms of Glial Tau Toxicity
==========================================

Investigations into the mechanisms by which tau promotes toxicity have been performed predominantly in neuronal systems (reviewed in [@b1-jen-suppl.2-2015-043], [@b85-jen-suppl.2-2015-043]), and studies have shown that some of these mechanisms also apply to tau-mediated toxicity in glial cells. Of the numerous factors that promote tau toxicity in neurons, there are three areas that appear to be particularly relevant to tau toxicity in glial cells: tau aggregation, cytoskeletal perturbations, and altered gene transcription.

Tau aggregation
---------------

The aggregation of hyperphosphorylated tau is a defining feature of all tauopathies. This aggregation is characterized by the progression from soluble monomeric tau species to intermediate dimer/trimers and soluble oligomers, and finally into insoluble tau filaments and tangles. The aggregation process and the factors that influence its kinetics have been the subject of extensive research, and the relationship between the various tau species and toxicity is still a matter of debate (reviewed in [@b86-jen-suppl.2-2015-043], [@b87-jen-suppl.2-2015-043]). However, recent studies suggest that soluble oligomeric tau species may represent a more toxic species in comparison with insoluble tau tangles.[@b88-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] These toxic properties have been identified primarily in experiments expressing tau in neurons, but similar findings have been described in systems overexpressing tau in glial cells. For example, the *Drosophila* glial tauopathy model, which displays glial tau tangles concomitant with cell death, used an inducible expression system to dissociate insoluble tau tangle formation from toxicity. In this study, glial tau expression was shut off at the onset of toxicity, which was sufficient in suppressing additional glial cell death, while the number of insoluble glial tau tangles was unaffected.[@b74-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] Consistent with experiments performed using a similar inducible approach in neuronal models,[@b89-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] this study suggests that the tangles themselves are most likely not the toxic tau species and implicates smaller soluble oligomeric tau moieties in promoting tau toxicity in glial cells.

Interestingly, phosphorylation of tau has been shown to promote and inhibit aggregation, depending on the specific residue phosphorylated, and phosphorylation is an important factor in promoting neuronal tau toxicity in neuronal tau transgenic models.[@b90-jen-suppl.2-2015-043],[@b91-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] Less is known about the specific pathological contribution of tau phosphorylation to toxicity in glial cells; however, in murine and *Drosophila* glial tau transgenic models, human tau is phosphorylated at tauopathy-associated epitopes and localizes to areas of degeneration.[@b70-jen-suppl.2-2015-043],[@b72-jen-suppl.2-2015-043],[@b74-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] Although these studies demonstrate that both mouse and fly glial kinases are capable of phosphorylating human tau, definitive evidence demonstrating an essential role for phosphorylation in mediating tau toxicity in glial cells has yet to be established. Future experiments using tau constructs that mimic and prevent phosphorylation would help assist in this endeavor and might yield valuable insights given the considerable diversity among tauopathies in the phosphorylation profile of glial tau aggregates.[@b26-jen-suppl.2-2015-043]

Regardless of which tau species is the primary toxic moiety, the pathological accumulation of tau in glial cells implies a dysfunction in the protein regulatory systems tasked with handling misfolded proteins: the ubiquitin/proteasome, autophagy, and chaperone systems. There is evidence to suggest that impairment in each of these systems may contribute to glial tau accumulation. In tauopathy brains, glial tau aggregates are variably ubiquitinated,[@b26-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] implying a dysfunction in the ubiquitin/proteasome degradation pathway. Moreover, in cultured oligodendrocytes, inhibition of ubiquitin-dependent pathway enzymes and the proteasome were both shown to result in tau aggregation.[@b92-jen-suppl.2-2015-043]

Dysfunction in the autophagy system may also contribute to tau aggregation in glial cells, as inhibition of the histone deacetylase, HDAC6, in cultured oligodendrocytes was found to compromise aggresome formation and alter tau aggregation.[@b93-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] Inhibition of HDAC6 resulted in elevated acetylated tau levels and slower tau degradation,[@b94-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] similar to how acetylation regulates tau degradation in neurons.[@b95-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] These findings linking acetylation to tau degradation are noteworthy, as acetylated tau is a feature of glial tau pathology in human tauopathies.[@b96-jen-suppl.2-2015-043]

The final protein regulatory system whose dysfunction is implicated in the pathological accumulation of tau is the chaperone system, the cellular machinery responsible for refolding misfolded proteins and preventing their abnormal accumulation. One family of chaperone proteins, heat-shock proteins (HSPs), are synthesized at higher levels in response to cellular stress and can directly interact with tau to promote its degradation.[@b97-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] Glial cells constitutively express high levels of HSPs in normal physiological states and show a dramatic increase in inducible HSPs upon cellular stress and disease.[@b98-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] A number of immunohistochemical studies have indicated that HSPs are generally upregulated in glial cells of human tauopathy brains, but only a fraction of glial tau tangles are positive for HSPs.[@b98-jen-suppl.2-2015-043]--[@b101-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] In these cases, many HSP-positive cells lack tau pathology, suggesting that the disease-associated upregulation of HSPs may antagonize aggregate formation. Moreover, the accumulation of tau in neuronal cells induces HSP upregulation in astrocytes,[@b102-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] underscoring the role of neuronal--glial communication in regulating glial chaperone expression.

These studies implicate dysfunction of one or more protein regulatory systems in the pathological formation of glial tau aggregates, but the extent to which the potentially toxic oligomeric tau species and/or phosphorylation is regulated by these systems remains to be established.

Cytoskeletal perturbations
--------------------------

Cell culture systems have found that the overexpression of tau in glial cells induces toxicity via tau-mediated cytoskeletal disruption. In primary rat astrocytes, the overexpression of human tau is toxic, and astrocytic cell death is characterized by selective destruction of detyrosinated microtubules and collapse of the intermediate filament network.[@b75-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] Similarly, oligodendrocytes derived from oligodendrocytic tau transgenic mice displayed thin microtubules and a defective microtubule network before dying.[@b76-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] This destabilization of microtubules is associated with a decrease in the levels of the motor protein kinesin,[@b75-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] which is integral to the trafficking of vesicles, mitochondria, and RNA.[@b18-jen-suppl.2-2015-043],[@b103-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] In oligodendrocytes, tau likely plays a role in the microtubule- and kinesin-dependent translocations of myelin basic protein mRNA, a crucial component for axon myelination,[@b104-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] and perturbations in this translocation might thus contribute to the myelination abnormalities seen in oligodendrocytic tau transgenic mice.[@b70-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] Impaired intracellular transport is associated with neuronal dysfunction and believed to contribute to neurodegeneration,[@b71-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] and this evidence suggests that tau-mediated cytoskeletal disruption in glial cells may lead to similar impairments of a range of vital cellular processes.

Altered gene transcription
--------------------------

A novel mechanism of tau toxicity has recently been identified, whereby tau promotes toxicity in neurons via oxidative stress-induced chromatin relaxation, which results in the aberrant expression of normally silenced genes.[@b105-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] An analogous effect of tau on glial chromatin relaxation was not investigated, but transcriptional alterations in glia have been observed in tauopathy brains and glial transgenic flies. Splicing factor proline/glutamine rich (SFPQ), a nuclear splicing factor and transcriptional regulator, was found to be dramatically depleted from nuclei of astrocytes (and neurons) in AD-affected brain areas,[@b106-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] suggesting that SFPQ activity is reduced in diseased astrocytes. In the *Drosophila* model of glial tauopathy, the overexpression of tau in glial cells results in the reduction of another transcription factor, the signal transducer and activator of transcription.[@b74-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] The specific genes that are affected by both these transcriptional alterations remain to be established. Tau-induced chromatin relaxation in neurons is mediated by oxidative stress, and oxidative stress-related markers have been identified in tauopathy glial cells. Inducible nitric oxide synthase is an enzyme that synthesizes nitric oxide, a signaling molecule that can be scavenged by superoxide to form the highly reactive peroxynitrite, a promoter of oxidative stress.[@b107-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] Both PSP and AD glial cells display elevated levels of inducible nitric oxide synthase,[@b108-jen-suppl.2-2015-043],[@b109-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] suggesting the presence of peroxynitrite[@b109-jen-suppl.2-2015-043] and oxidative stress-related dysfunction in glial cells.

Summary
=======

A number of glial tau transgenic model systems in cell culture, mouse, and *Drosophila* have shown that the overexpression of human tau in glial cells results in the formation of hyperphosphorylated and aggregated tau moieties that immunohistochemically and ultrastructurally resemble the glial tau pathology found in human tauopathies. Investigations into the pathological significance of these tau species have revealed that the overexpression of human tau has deleterious effects on a variety of glial cell functions such as glutamate transport, BBB and myelin maintenance, and neuronal and glial cell survival. These functional consequences appear to be associated, in part, with tau-induced cytoskeletal perturbations, altered transcription factor activity, and improper management of aggregated tau, but specific links between these mechanisms and glial cell dysfunction remain to be determined. There is still much to learn about how tau may be exerting toxicity in glial cells and, specifically, to what extent glial tau-mediated mechanisms of toxicity are similar to those in neurons, or if there are glial-specific pathways. Mechanistic inquiries into how glial tau accumulation adversely affects brain physiology are therefore warranted, as the pathological significance of glial tau pathology continues to be characterized in tauopathy disease progression.
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